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What West Yorkshire town is Ackley Bridge filmed? Halifax 
What two communities are merged to form Ackley Bridge, due to community budget cuts? White and Pakistani communities 
Why was the first episode of Ackley Bridge re-edited prior to airing? It has scenes showing a troubled student 

strap a fake bomb to himself (same year 
as the 2017 Manchester Arena Bombings) 

Why was the fourth series of Ackley Bridge (2021) postponed? The impact of COVID-19 Pandemic 
What happened to the series episode runtime from Series 4? Reduced from 60 minutes to 30 minutes  
What are best friends Missy Booth and Nasreen Paracha drinking in a skip, at the start of the first 
episode? 

Cider 

Why is Missy Booth in the same class as her younger sister Hayley? She had to retake a year with missing a 
lot of education 

Who is the school’s sponsor? Sadiq Nawaz 
Who turns up at the school drunk on the first day of term and throws up on Emma Keane in front 
of Mandy Carter? 

Emma's daughter, Chloe Voyle 

When Emma finds out that Chloe attacked her father’s pregnant girlfriend, she is annoyed with 
Chloe. What did Chloe post online in retaliation?  

Shared a naked photo of Emma 

Why did Steve Bell hit Jordan Wilson? He fuelled Steve's doubts about Mandy 
having an affair 

Who does Candice Murgatroyd believe is the father of her baby? Jordan Wilson 
Who pays for Jordan's DNA test to confirm if he is the father of Candice's baby? Steve 
Following the DNA test, who turns out to be the father of Candice's baby? Cory Wilson (Jordan's brother) 
Why does Missy not want to tell anyone about Nana Booth dying? She fears Hayley will be taken into care 
Who gift's Missy the £1000 to cover the cost of Nana Booth's funeral? Emma Keane 
Who did Mandy Carter admit to Steve Bell she had an affair with? Sadiq Nawaz 
What secret did Nasreen reveal to a shocked Kaneez when she admits that she does not want to get 
married? 

That she is lesbian 

Whose car do Jordan and Chloe go joyriding in? Steve's 
When Nasreen and Missy steal a large bundle of drug money from Jordan, what are they wearing 
that disguises their identities? 

Burqas 

Who are seen kissing at Samir and Maryam's wedding reception by Nasreen and Missy? Samir and Emma 
Who does Kaneez knock down whilst learning to drive? Rashid 
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Nasreen and Missy are chased by someone they believe to be a drug dealer wanting their money back. 
who is actually chasing them, and what does he want? 

Aaron, to tell Nasreen that her father 
Iqbal is living a double life and he is her 
half-brother 

How much per day does the drug dealer order Jordan to pay him back until his debts are paid off? £40 
What do Jordan and Cory steal in hopes to cover their share of the cost of Jamie's christening? Alpacas, hoping to sell them to a butcher 
What kind of work does Missy have to do to repay Simone's ex-boyfriends’ debt to a loan shark? Work on the loan shark’s burger van 
Why does Jordan have an estranged relationship with his father Kevin? Kevin abuses Jordan 
What disorder does Rashid identify Razia has which unintentionally angers Kaneez? Dyspraxia 
What does Aaron gift to Missy, causing their relationship to blossom? A portaloo for her job 
What does Rashid bring to the Paracha's believing that it will help with Razia's co-ordination? Drum Kit 
Why does Alya believe that Muslim students should noy participate in the school play? Not being relevant to their culture 
When Jordan decides to give up boxing, what does Samir falsely tell Jordan to keep him boxing? That he has been awarded a government 

bursary  
When Jordan finds out that Samir is funding his boxing out of his own money, what does he return 
to? 

Drug Dealing 

How does Samir die? He is stabbed by Drug Dealer, Khadim  
When Nasreen starts a chat with a 21-year-old woman called Sameera on a dating app, who does 
Sameera turn out to be? 

Her mother, Kaneez 

When Cory injures Riz during a rugby match, what injury does Riz sustain? Unstable neck fracture 
What happened when Simone goes for a job interview, resulting in her being chased out of the 
building by security? 

She is recognised as a shop-lifter 

Who stole Razia's trainers from the mosque during a rally against Muslims? Sam 
When Sam is attacked in the girl’s toilets, what is written on her forehead? 'Dyke' 
Which teacher was suspended pending an investigation into Riz's injury? Steve 
Who moves in with Missy and Hayley so that Hayley isn't taken into care again? Aaron 
Shortly after Steve leave Mandy and move in with his brother, what does Mandy find out? That she is pregnant 
What does Mandy find out her father, Ray has been faking to cause Mandy problems and get money 
from her ultimately being conned by both her father and mother, Dianne?  

That he has dementia 

Whilst donating to a food bank, who does Alya photograph collecting food? Cory 
Who does Razia accidentally stab with a scalpel whilst fighting with Sam? Nasreen 
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When possessions start to disappear from the family home, Alya believes Cory is stealing from them 
but what is the actual reason for their possessions being taken? 

Sadiq has lost his business  

Sadia is disgusted when she works out what about about her son Naveed? That he is gay 
When Emma is looking for Condom's in Chloe's room and cannot find any, what does she find out 
Chloe has instead? 

Contraceptive Implant 

After stealing some samples and then fainting at a careers fayre, what does Missy tell Nasreen? That she is pregnant 
What does Rashid suggest to Mandy, Sadiq and Javid to change the format of to persuade more 
traditional parents to let their children attend? 

The prom 

When Chloe decides to move in with Tony to get away from her mother, Emma. What does tony reveal 
to Chloe preventing her from moving in with him? 

That their relationship is just for fun 

Following her abortion, where does Missy return to? School 
Some of the Year 11 students chase a van, believing that it contains what, but ends up containing pet 
supplies? 

Their exam papers/answers 

What type of college does Jordan talk to Mandy about applying to? Art College 
Candice helps Jordan track down his estranged mother, Sarah. Where do they find her? At a pub - she is the landlady 
What does Jordan start after he breaks into his mothers pub in revenge? Starts a fire 
Who does Sadiq allow to take over the school at the end of the second series? Academy Trust (Valley Trust) 
What does Martin Evershed do to Nadine Murgatroyd after she bursts into his classroom to take her 
daughter Sam and niece Candice away? 

He locks her in an empty classroom 

What does Sue believe her, Martin and the other new teacher intakes are at the beginning of series 3? Valley Trust Rejects 
Shortly after their visit to Oxford and a brief falling out, what happens to Missy and Nasreen whilst 
they are walking home? 

Knocked over by a car 

Missy suffered two broken arms as a result of being hit by a car but when she goes to bed, she dies as 
a result of internal bleeding. Who comes to collect Missy in the afterlife? 

Her grandmother, Nana Booth 

Who found Missy dead in her bed? Nasreen 
Who does Nasreen ask for help to punish Anwar, the driver of the car that killed Missy? Sam 
The video of Anwar being beaten by Sam's cousins causes racial division with it being 3 white men 
beating a Muslim. Nasreen wants this to stop who does she bravely visit to stop the violence? 

Sam's mother, Nadine 

Following Missy's funeral, why did Nasreen and Razia take Hayley to the school? To see the students do a lantern release 
Where were Rashid and Kaneez when Rashid proposed to her? In a supermarket 
When Nasreen temporarily quit school what workplace did Naveed find her working at? Packer at a tea-towel factory 
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After defending Kaneez by confronting a gang that terrorised her, a video of Rashid is posted online. 
As a result of watching himself on the video, Rashid is embarrassed, what does Rashid decide he must 
do? 

Resign from his teaching role 

When Rashid turns up at a cricket match organised by Mandy and Rashid, Kaneez defends him. 
Mandy is so impressed by Kaneez's handling of the incident, what position does she encourage her to 
apply for? 

Student Support Officer 

Who was Mandy's maternity leave cover? Sian Oakes 
How does Sam's family react when she is brought home by the Police for shoplifting with Nasreen? They celebrated 
What items does Rukhsana take to Kacey's house following an embarrassing incident in the classroom 
and after learning that Kacey has to use a food bank? 

Sanitary Products 

Whose house do Sam's family take her to, where they break in and commit theft and when Sam finds 
out whose family house it is, she is shocked and upset? 

Martin's 

Which two students does Rashid find have identical homework on sexually transmitted diseases, and 
makes them read it out loud in unison to the rest of the class? 

Cory and Naveed 

After learning that Nadine was prepared to leave her during a break-in, Sam visits Martin and then 
does what in revenge for this betrayal? 

Reports Nadine to the Police 

Cory is challenged by Sian and Sue to make them a curry which to their surprise, is really good. What 
is Cory's secret 'ingredient'? 

He got it from a takeaway 

Who does Cory have an affair with that eventually costs her her job? Sian 
In retaliation to her brother Yusef slapping her and trying to send her to live with an uncle in 
Leicester. How does Rukhsana get revenge? 

She puts up naked photo's of Yusef 
around town and his workplace 

When the news of Cory's relationship with a teacher (Sian) is spread around the school. Which 
teacher is it believed to be? 

Mandy 

Who does Kacey's absent father turn out to be? Sadiq 
When Nasreen slightly missed the needed grades required for Oxford University, who visited the 
University to explain Nasreen's recent life circumstances and succeeded in securing Nasreen's place? 

Kaneez 

Who scattered Missy's ashes? Nasreen 
Who tells Mandy, Martin and Sue that he wishes to retake Year 13? Cory 
What is taken away as Nasreen says goodbye to her family and friends on her way to University? The Skip her and Missy used to hang out 

on 
How does Johnny Cooper arrive to school on his first day? By horse 
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After Johnny's horse excretes on Marina, in retaliation who does Marina set-up a fundraising website 
for, to help with her body hair? 

Her half-sister, Kayla 

The travellers are blamed for a string of robberies at the school but, it turns out to be which family 
responsible? 

The Murgatroyds 

Miriam forbids Fizza from seeing her sister Zara because she took her to see their father perform a 
drag-act. But what activity did Fizza sneak Zara out to take part in causing her to get injured? 

Horse riding with Johnny 

What happened to Miriam after she went to listen to Fizza read poetry at the LGBTQ+ Poetry night? Attacked and beaten up by two hooded 
men 

Who found Hayley and Tahir in bed together? Kaneez 
Who wrote false letters to Sam pretending to be her mother Nadine from prison, but later admits 
following knowledge of Nadine's early release? 

Tahir 

Who deleted the text message that Johnny sent to Fizza inviting her to a night out? Kayla 
What happens when Fizza and Johnny are locked in the Music Room together? They have sex 
Which country does Mandy reveal she is leaving Ackley Bridge for with the opportunity of setting up 
a new School? 

Nepal 

When Kayla notices that Marina has come to school with one of Jule's bags, the pair begin to fight 
and the contents of the bag empty. They rush to put the contents back as they are escorted to the 
headteachers office. What is included with the contents that they are concerned about? 

Bags of marijuana 

How does Johnny pay for his grandfather’s funeral? Boxing in an organised fight 
Who is revealed to be 'Jane', the woman Martin is talking to on a Dating App? Marina 
Whose photographs were used for 'Jane' on the Dating App? Marina and Kayla's mother, Jules 
What does Fizza realise about Gav after she notices Islamophobic meanings depicted in his art? That he was the one who attacked her 

mother 
What does Queenie inform Fizza and Kayla about Johnny? That he will soon marry Rose 
When Hayley discovers a pregnancy test in Kaneez's bathroom cupboard, what does she tell Razia to 
trick Tahir? 

She knows how to fake a positive test 

Why does Kaneez tell Rashid that she is jealous of Hayley? Thinking Hayley was pregnant 
Fizza branded Kayla a bad friend when she deleted Johnny's text from Fizza's phone. What was the 
reason Kayla branded Fizza a bad friend later in the series? 

She could not see Kayla had feelings for 
Johnny 

Who does Johnny confide in about not wanting to marry Rose because he loves someone else? Tahir 
Who sees Martin leaving the house after spending the night with Jules? Marina and Kayla 
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Who eventually apologies to Kayla for her behaviour towards her? Marina 
What is the name of the boy who interrupts Johnny and Rose's wedding declaring his love for Rose? Liam 
Which pair run away from Johnny's wedding and share a kiss on a bus? Johnny and Kayla 
Martin tells Marina that she is failing in all of her subjects. Who exposes Marina's failings to 
embarrass her? 

Fizza 

Organised by Marina, what kind of Car Wash is shut down by Martin and Ken? Bikini 
What happens to the family when Jules gets them into debt? Evicted 
What was Asma arrested for stealing from a local town? A statue 
Who does Kayla join the school's rugby team to support? Marina 
When Kyle arrives, were had he been prior to arriving at the school? Prison (recently released) 
A man on Marina's subscription website is at her fathers, how much does he offer her for a photo of 
her body? 

£20 

What GCSE's does Ken inform Kaneez she has to pass to stay in her role since she has no 
qualifications? 

Maths and English 

After comforting her, who kisses Fizza? Chloe 
Why does Marina delete her website account? Received threatening messages 
Who helped Fizza to talk down her father Asif from the bridge, stopping him from jumping? Asma 
Who interrupts Martin's hearing with the school governors to tell them that he is a good headteacher 
and if he gets fired, the students will go on strike? 

Marina 

 


